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When performing a goal-directed action with a tool, it is generally assumed that the
point of control of the action system is displaced from the hand to the tool, implying
that body and tool function as one system. Studies of how actions with tools are
performed have been limited to studying either end-effector kinematics or joint-angle
coordination patterns. Because joint-angle coordination patterns affect end-effector
kinematics, the current study examined them together, with the aim of revealing how body
and tool function as one system. Seated participants made point-to-point movements
with their index finger, and with rods of 10, 20, and 30 cm attached to their index finger.
Start point and target were presented on a table in front of them, and in half of the
conditions a participant displacement compensated for rod length. Results revealed
that the kinematics of the rod’s tip showed higher peak velocity, longer deceleration
time, and more curvature with longer rods. End-effector movements were more curved
in the horizontal plane when participants were not displaced. Joint-angle trajectories
were similar across rod lengths when participants were displaced, whereas more
extreme joint-angles were used with longer rods when participants were not displaced.
Furthermore, in every condition the end-effector was stabilized to a similar extent; both
variability in joint-angle coordination patterns that affected end-effector position and
variability that did not affect end-effector position increased in a similar way vis-à-vis rod
length. Moreover, the increase was higher in those conditions, in which participants were
not displaced. This suggests that during tool use, body and tool are united in a single
system so as to stabilize the end-effector kinematics in a similar way that is independent
of tool length. In addition, the properties of the actual trajectory of the end-effector, as
well as the actual joint-angles used, depend on the length of the tool and the specifics
of the task.
Keywords: tool use, uncontrolled manifold (UCM), joint-angle variability, end-effector kinematics, joint-angle
trajectories, point-to-point movements
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INTRODUCTION
A tool in use is “a sort of extension of the hand, almost an
attachment to it or a part of the user’s own body” (Gibson,
2015, p. 35). This suggests that when using tools, body and
tool function as one system, resulting in a shift of the end-
effector from the hand to the tool. This shift has been implied
in studies focusing on end-effector kinematics of tool use (Heuer
and Sülzenbrück, 2009; Jacobs et al., 2009). For instance, Heuer
and Sülzenbrück (2009) showed that in learning to move the tip
of a complex tool between targets, the movement trajectories of
the hand went from straight to curved, whereas the trajectories
of the tool’s tip went from curved to straight. This implied that,
when learning, the trajectory of the tip of the tool gradually
changed, so that the tool’s tip was moving more as the hand
moved in non-tool movements. Others have concentrated on
processes underlying tooling kinematics; Van der Steen and
Bongers (2011) studied participants who were making point-
to-point movements with the tip of a small rod attached to
the index finger. They showed that the joint-angle coordination
patterns in the arm stabilized the rod’s tip and the hand to a
similar extent. Given that stabilized variables are variables that
are controlled (cf. Schöner, 1995), this indicates that the tip of
the tool is also controlled during tool use. Until now, end-effector
kinematics and their stabilization through joint-angles in the arm
during tool use have not been studied together. However, they
are intrinsically coupled, because end-effector kinematics follows
from joint-angle coordination patterns in the arm. Importantly,
the resultingmovement, that is, end-effector kinematics as well as
joint-angles, is influenced by the torques resulting from moving
the rod. Therefore, the current paper has investigated how end-
effector kinematics and the stabilizing properties of joint-angle
coordination patterns are affected by tool length in order to
advance our understanding of how body and tool function as
one system. This was done by studying able-bodied participants
making point-to-point movements with rods of varying lengths
attached to the index finger.
When a rod is used to perform a point-to-point movement,
properties of the rod, such as its length and mass, affect the way
the point-to-point movement is made. For instance, trajectories
of the tip of the end-effector in an aiming task in 2-D space,
using a manipulandum (i.e., an apparatus which consists of a
freely rotating handle with a pointer attached to it, mounted on
one end of a two-link chain with two pivots), exhibited larger
curvatures, larger peak velocities, and shorter movement times
when participants used longer pointers (Dean and Brüwer, 1997).
In addition, movement times of point-to-point movements in 3-
D space, using short probes, increased as probe lengths increased
(Baird et al., 2002). These findings showed that tool length
affected the kinematics of point-to-point movements vis-à-vis
the tool’s tip. Note that, for variations in tool length, not only
end-point kinematics but also joint-angles in the arm may be
affected. That is, a similar change in one of the joint-angles in
the arm has a greater effect on end-effector movement for longer
tools (cf. Cruse et al., 1990; Dean and Brüwer, 1997). This means
that studying how tool length affects end-effector kinematics
and arm joint-angle coordination patterns is not trivial in our
understanding of how body and tool function together, and this
is therefore the focus of the current paper.
This present study was a follow-up on an earlier, above-
mentioned study that focused on joint-angle coordination in rod
reaching (Van der Steen and Bongers, 2011). In that previous
study, participants had to make point-to-point movements with
their index finger and with rods of 10, 20, and 30 cm attached
to the index finger. During these movements, participants were
displaced from the target at a distance equal to the length of the
rod, with which they performed the movement. For instance, if
participants made movements with a rod of 10 cm, they were
displaced 10 cm backwards. It was found that only the flexion-
extension angle in the elbow, and the abduction-adduction
angle in the wrist differed across rod lengths. Moreover, the
coordination between the joints in the arm (e.g., covariation
between joints to stabilize the movement of the rod’s tip) was
independent of rod length. Although, these results support the
idea that the body and tool function as one system, the similarity
in joint-angle coordination patterns across rod lengths might
have been engendered by the displacement of the participant
during the pointing movements (cf. Van der Steen and Bongers,
2011). In other words, the possible effects of rod length could
have been counterbalanced by the participants’ displacement
from the target. To be able to assess the effect of participant
displacement, the current study measured not only situations in
which the participants were displaced from the target, but also
situations in which participants remained at the same distance to
the target, while rod length was varied.
To examine how joint-angle coordination patterns varied
when rods of different length were used, we employed the
uncontrolled manifold (UCM) method (Schöner, 1995; Scholz
and Schöner, 1999; Latash et al., 2007). This method exploits the
fact that, because of the abundant degrees of freedom in the arm,
a wide variety of arm configurations can be used, while keeping
the tip of the end-effector at the same spot in 3-D space. In other
words, the position of the end-effector tip in 3-D space can be
stabilized at the same position, while the values of the joint-angles
in the arm vary. These varying configurations of joint-angles,
resulting in the same end-effector position, can be represented by
a manifold in a joint space that has an axis involved for each joint.
The UCMmethod divides the total variability in joint-angles over
repetitions ofmovements in a part that varies along thismanifold,
and thus provides for goal-equivalent solutions (Goal-Equivalent
Variability; GEV) and a part that varies orthogonally to this
manifold, and thus results in different end-effector positions
(Non-Goal-Equivalent Variability; NGEV). If the value of GEV
exceeds the value of NGEV, it is assumed that the end-effector
position is stabilized. Several studies have applied the UCM
method successfully in reaching and pointing tasks (Scholz et al.,
2000; Domkin et al., 2002, 2005; Tseng et al., 2002, 2003; Van der
Steen and Bongers, 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Krüger et al., 2012;
Verrel et al., 2012; Rein et al., 2013; Greve et al., 2015), showing
that the end-effector position, usually the tip of the index finger,
was stabilized during the movement.
In the current study, the participants made pointing
movements with rods attached to their index finger. In half of the
conditions the increased end-effector length was compensated
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for by a displacement of the participant with respect to the target,
whereas in the other half no compensation for rod length was
given. The question posed by the current study was how the
body and tool function as one system. Therefore, we studied
how the kinematics of the rod’s tip as well as the degree of
stabilization of the tip were affected by rod length. To do this,
we examined how the combination of participant placement and
different end-effector lengths was affecting: (1) the trajectory of
the tip of the end-effector, (2) joint-angle trajectories, (3) joint-
angle coordination patterns, and (4) the relationship between
end-effector kinematics and joint-angle coordination patterns.
The conditions with participant displacement replicated those of
Van der Steen and Bongers (2011), and from that we expected
small effects from rod length on joint-angle trajectories, and no
effect of rod length on the stabilization of the rod’s tip, in these
conditions. The analyses of the kinematics of the end-effector
and conditions without participant displacement were novel; we
expected that the use of longer rods would result in decreased
target accuracy, increased movement times, larger curvatures,
and higher peak velocities (Dean and Brüwer, 1997; Baird et al.,
2002). Following on the idea that body and tool function as one
system, we hypothesized that participants’ displacement would
not result in large effects on end-effector kinematics. With regard
to joint-angle trajectories, we expected that different joint-angle
trajectories would be used for the different tool lengths, when
participants were not displaced with respect to the target, based
on previous studies (Cruse et al., 1990; Dean and Brüwer, 1997).
Finally, with respect to the joint-angle coordination patterns,
we expected that in all conditions the end-effector kinematics
would be stabilized, that is, finding larger values for GEV than
for NGEV. However, in some conditions, especially when the
participants were not displaced and the rod was long, the joint-
angle configurations used to control the rod might not be in the
range of what is regularly used in controlling a tool. Therefore, we
expected the non-stabilizing variability, that is, NGEV, to increase
in these conditions. In addition, we expected that GEV would
also increase in these conditions to ensure stabilization of the tip
of the tool (cf. Greve et al., 2015), which would reflect a way in
which body and tool function as one system.
METHODS
Participants
Seven male (mean [SD] age: 21.29 [1.38] years) and eight female
(20.50 [1.77] years) participants, 15 in total, made pointing
movements in a forward direction. All participants were right-
handed, had no health issues, and had normal or corrected-
to-normal visual sight. Participants received verbal and written
information concerning the procedures during the experiment
and signed an informed consent in advance of the experiment.
Ethical Statement
The ethics committee of the Center of Human Movement
Sciences, University Medical Center Groningen gave their
consent for conducting the current study, based on the principles
expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Before the start of the
experiment, each participant read and signed a written informed
consent.
Experimental Set-Up
The pointing movements were measured with an Optotrak 3020
system (Northern Digital, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada), using
two units that were sampling at 100 Hz. To record the pointing
movements, five triangular rigid bodies were fixed onto the right
side of the participant’s body, following the example of Van Andel
et al. (2008): the first was attached to the sternum, the second to
the flat part of the acromion, the third laterally to the upper arm
just below the insertion of the deltoid, the fourth laterally to the
lower arm just proximal to the ulnar and radial styloids, and the
fifth to the dorsal surface of the hand. The rigid bodies were made
of hard PVC and contained an Optotrak LED in each corner of
the triangle. Two rigid bodies, attached to the sternum and the
upper arm, had a leg length of 6 cm. The other rigid bodies had a
leg length of 4 cm. An extra set of three Optotrak LEDswas placed
on an aluminum holder that was used to attach the rods to the
index finger (Figure 1). To link the positions of themarkers to the
anatomical positions of the participants, 18 bony landmarks of
the participants were digitized using a pointer device (Van Andel
et al., 2008).
The rods used during this experiment were made of
aluminum; had a length of 10, 20, and 30 cm; a diameter of
0.5 cm; and a mass of 8, 16, and 24 g, respectively. As mentioned
above, the rods were attached to the index finger with an
aluminum holder (Figure 1), which had a mass of 50 g. The
holder was attached on the dorsal side of the index finger
with tape. The index finger was splinted on the ventral side
with a small aluminum plate (Figure 1) to prevent movement
of the interphalangeal joints but allowing free motion of the
metacarpophalangeal joint.
The start and target points of the pointing movements had a
diameter of 1 cm and were located 30 cm apart from one another
on a fixed position on the table in front of the participants.
Design
The experiment involved eight experimental conditions, based
on two kinds of participant placement (displacement or no
displacement) and four different end-effector lengths. In those
four conditions in which the participant was displaced, the
distance of the participant to the target was adjusted according
to the length of the rod. For example, when participants had
to make pointing movements with a rod of 10 cm, the chair of
the participant was placed 10 cm further away from the target
FIGURE 1 | Splinted index finger of participant with aluminum holder
for rod attachment. The index finger was splinted by means of a small
aluminum plate on the ventral side of the digit.
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than in conditions, in which participants had to make pointing
movements with their index finger. In the other four conditions,
the distance of the chair to the table was not adjusted for
rod length. In all eight conditions, participants had to perform
25 trials of pointing movements. The blocks of 25 trials were
presented in a random order that differed for each participant.
Experimental Procedure
The participants sat in a chair with an extended back while
making the pointing movements. During these movements, the
trunk of the participants was strapped to the back of the chair in
such a way that the trunk was prevented from contributing to the
pointing movements but ensuring that the shoulder joint was not
hindered by this constraint. To make sure that movements had
a correct starting position, first, the position of the participant
with respect to the target for the condition, in which the index
finger had to be used, was determined. At the start of each
new block of trials the position of the participant with respect
to the target was changed, depending on the new condition.
Furthermore, a similar starting position of the arm over trials
was assured by means of an elbow placer, positioned on the right
side of the participant. The position and the height of this placer
was adjusted to the height of the participant’s olecranon, while
participants placed the tip of their index finger or the tip of the
rod at the starting point of themovement, sitting in a comfortable
manner.
At the beginning of each trial, the participants sat in the
chair with an initial configuration of the upper arm next to the
body and the elbow resting on the placer. The tip of the index
finger or the tip of the rod was placed at the starting position.
The participants sat comfortably during this initial posture. After
a random time interval, the examiner gave the starting signal,
after which the participants reached as quickly and accurately as
possible for the target. The trial ended with a second signal by
the examiner, after the participant held the index finger or tip of
the rod on the target for a short period. The aluminum holder,
in which the various rod were inserted, continued to be attached
to the index finger, whether the participant used a rod to point
or not.
Computation of Joint-Angles
The following joint-angles were examined during this study:
shoulder plane of elevation, shoulder angle elevation, shoulder
endorotation-exorotation, elbow flexion-extension, forearm
pronation-supination, wrist abduction-adduction, wrist
flexion-extension, finger abduction-adduction, and finger
flexion-extension. These joint-angles were computed following
ISB guidelines for the upper extremity (Wu et al., 2005). Segment
orientations, both to the global frame of reference and relative
to each other, were calculated using the local coordinate systems
from the digitized bony landmarks and the displacement of the
markers at the rigid bodies. The rigid body on the holder was
used to calculate end-effector movement.
Computation of UCM Variables
The UCM method (Schöner, 1995; Scholz and Schöner, 1999;
Latash et al., 2007), as detailed by Yen and Chang (2010) and
Verrel (2011), was used to assess the joint-angle coordination
patterns. In this method, the 3-D position of the tip of the end-
effector (i.e., the tip of the index finger or the tip of the rod)
was selected as performance variable, whereas the nine examined
joint-angles were selected as elemental variables. To relate
changes of the elemental variables to changes in the performance
variable, the Jacobian matrix (J) was computed (Domkin et al.,
2005). The elements of this matrix contained the partial
derivatives of the positional coordinates of the performance
variable, with respect to the mean joint-angle configuration. The
null space of J represents the changes in elemental variables that
do not lead to a change in the performance variable, whereas the
orthogonal component of J represents the changes in elemental
variables that do lead to a change in the performance variable.
Per condition, a covariance matrix C of the joint-angle
trajectories across trials was computed. Based on this matrix,









In this, the total variability in elemental variables is projected
to the null space of J (null(J)T) to compute GEV, and to
the orthogonal space of J (orth(JT)T) to compute NGEV.
Furthermore, n denotes the dimension of the joint space (n =
9) and d the dimension of the performance space (d = 3). As can
be seen in the equations above, each UCM variable is normalized
by the dimension of the relevant space.
In general, the UCM method, as outlined above, results
in a non-normal distribution of the data. Therefore, before
statistical analysis, all UCM variables were corrected for this non-
normality using a logarithmic transform (Verrel, 2010), resulting
in GEVLog = log(GEV), NGEVLog = log(NGEV) and VRatioLog =
log(VRatio). When GEVLog > NGEVLog, and thus VRatioLog > 0,
the performance variable, that is, the 3-D position of the tip of the
end-effector is controlled using flexible joint-angle coordination
patterns.
Data Analysis
The raw positional data from the Optotrak markers were
processed, using custom-made MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc.,
MA, USA, version 2010a) programs. Accuracy of the movements
at the target was determined by computing the absolute and
variable error at the end of the movement. The absolute error was
computed as the difference between the position of the tip of the
end-effector at the end of the movement and the center of the
target, and was averaged over the trials for every condition. The
variable error for every condition was computed as the standard
deviation of the absolute error over trials within a condition.
The start and end of the movement were defined as the
moment when tangential velocity of the end-effector went above
or below a speed of 25 mm/s, respectively, and the position of the
pointer tip was outside or within a radius of 10 mm of the start
point or target, respectively. To compute the tangential velocity
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of the end-effector, first, the derivatives of the 3-D positional
data along each axis were calculated. Subsequently, the tangential
velocity was computed by taking the square root of the sum
of the squared derivatives of the 3-D positional data of the
end-effector.
For the period between start and end of the movement,
several kinematic variables were computed. First, the
maximum reach velocity was defined as the maximum
tangential velocity of the end-effector during the movement.
Acceleration and deceleration time were defined as the
time between the start or end of the movement, and the
moment of maximum reach velocity, respectively. Horizontal
curvature was defined as the maximum deviation of the end-
effector in the transversal plane from a straight line between
starting point and target. Similarly, vertical curvature was
defined as the maximum deviation of the end-effector in the
sagittal plane from a straight line between starting point and
target.
For the UCM analysis, each trial was time-normalized. After
this normalization, the UCM variables at 100%—that is, at the
end point—of the movement were selected for statistical analysis.
This was done because, in essence, only at this moment, the
tip of the end-effector of the body-plus-tool system needs to
be stabilized by joint-angle coordination patterns. Five instants
during the movement (at 1, 25, 50, 75, and 100%) were selected
for the statistical analysis of joint-angle trajectories.
Statistical Analysis
Several repeated measures ANOVAs were performed to
statistically analyze the processed data. Two-way repeated
measures ANOVAs with rod length (0, 10, 20, and 30 cm) and
participant placement (displaced or not), as within subject
factors, were used to analyze the acceleration time, deceleration
time, maximum reach velocity, horizontal curvature, vertical
curvature, GEVLog, NGEVLog, and VRatioLog. Joint-angle
trajectories of individual joint-angles were analyzed, using three-
way repeated measures ANOVAs with rod length, participant
placement, and movement instant (1, 25, 50, 75, and 100%) as
within subject factors.
If, within these repeated measures ANOVAs, the assumption
of sphericity was violated, the Greenhouse-Geisser correctionwas
used. For the interpretation of the effects of the ANOVAs, the
generalized eta-squared (η2G) for effect sizes was used (Olejnik
and Algina, 2003; Bakeman, 2005). The interpretation of these
effect sizes was done by using Cohen (Cohen, 1988, pp. 413–
414), who recommended interpreting an effect size of 0.02 as a
small effect, an effect size of 0.13 as a medium effect, and an
effect size of 0.26 as a large effect (see also Bakeman, 2005).
We used Bonferroni correction when multiple post-hoc tests
were performed. In a Bonferroni adjusted pairwise comparison
performed in this way using SPSS, the p-value is adjusted by
multiplying the unadjusted p-value by the number of contrasts
being made. Thus, significant mean differences in consideration
of this adjustment are still represented as p< 0.05. All significant
effects with an effect size smaller than 0.02 were excluded




The target accuracy of one typical participant is shown in
Figure 2. The target accuracy was generally high in all the
conditions (Table 1). This was also demonstrated by the fact
that the largest deviation from the target was 7.6 mm, across all
participants. Furthermore, participants were consistent in their
accuracy, with a maximum variable error of 3.8 mm. From these
values, we concluded that participants performed the task as
requested.
End-Point Kinematics
All kinematic variables, with the exception of acceleration time,
gradually increased when participants pointed with longer end-
effectors (Table 2). In other words, for movements with longer
rods, a higher peak velocity and a longer deceleration time were
found, and movements were more curved in the horizontal
plane as well as in the vertical plane (i.e., longer rods were
lifted higher). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that movements
differed significantly across all rod lengths in deceleration time
and vertical curvature (all p’s < 0.05). Furthermore, post-
hoc comparisons showed that horizontal curvature differed
significantly across rod lengths, with the exception of the
difference between movements with the index finger and
movements with a rod of 10 cm (all p’s ≤ 0.01). The maximum
reach velocity of movements differed only between movements
with rods of 10 and 20 cm, and movements with rods of 10 and
30 cm (both p’s< 0.05).
Two effects of participant placement on horizontal curvature
(main effect and interaction with rod length) proved significant
(Table 2). That is, pointing movements were more curved in the
horizontal plane when the participant was not displaced. Post-hoc
tests showed that this stronger increase in horizontal curvature
when participants were not displaced was only apparent in the
condition in which participants used a rod of 20 cm (p < 0.05).
No other effects were significant.
Thus, the lengthening of the end-effector, and, for horizontal
curvature, the displacement of the participant, affected the
kinematics of the pointing movements, which is in agreement
with previous results on tool use kinematics, for the effects of
rod length, respectively (Dean and Brüwer, 1997; Baird et al.,
2002). Note that the values we found for the end-point kinematics
were in line with results reported in other studies on reaching
without a tool (Gordon et al., 1994; Haggard and Richardson,
1996; Desmurget et al., 1997).
Joint-Angle Trajectories
The trajectories of the three joint-angles shoulder plane of
elevation, shoulder inward-outward rotation, and elbow flexion-
extension (Figure 3) contributed most to the performed pointing
movements (Supplementary Material), and are therefore
discussed here (significant effects are presented in Table 3).
Not surprisingly, all of these three angles changed during
the unfolding of the movement, as demonstrated by large
effects of movement instant. Over the course of the movement,
the plane of elevation increased (i.e., the arm moved more
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FIGURE 2 | Accuracy at the target of one participant performing typical behavior. Accuracy of pointing movements with the index finger with and without
participant displacement are shown in panels (A,B), respectively, whereas pointing movements with a rod of 30 cm with and without participant displacement are
presented in panels (C,D), respectively.
TABLE 1 | Means (SD) for absolute and variable errors.
Rod length No participant displacement Participant displacement
Absolute Variable Absolute Variable
error (mm) error (mm) error (mm) error (mm)
0 cm 4.7 (2.6) 3.0 (1.0) 5.4 (2.5) 2.8 (0.9)
10 cm 4.9 (3.0) 2.8 (1.4) 4.3 (2.3) 2.7 (1.4)
20 cm 5.9 (3.4) 3.0 (1.1) 5.2 (3.8) 3.1 (1.6)
30 cm 5.5 (2.7) 3.6 (1.6) 5.1 (3.1) 3.6 (1.6)
forward), the shoulder angle turned outward, and the elbow
angle extended. Post-hoc comparisons indicated that all instants
differed significantly from each other for all selected angles (all
p’s< 0.001).
Furthermore, all three selected angles showed significant
effects for rod length, in which the plane of elevation came closer
to the frontal plane, the shoulder angle turned more inward,
and the elbow angle was more flexed when participants used a
longer rod. Post-hoc analysis showed that the plane of elevation
angle differed significantly across the different rod lengths (all
p’s < 0.001). Furthermore, the inward-outward rotation angle
of the shoulder differed only between index finger condition
and all rod conditions (all p’s < 0.01). With the exception of
the 20 and 30 cm rod, the flexion-extension angle of the elbow
differed across all rod lengths (all p’s < 0.01). However, these
effects of changing angles with longer rod lengths generally stem
from the conditions in which the participant was not displaced,
as indicated by the significant interactions between rod length
and participant placement for all selected joint-angles. In these
effects, the abovementioned changes in used joint-angles were
apparent when the rod length increased and the participant
was not displaced, whereas when the participant was displaced,
practically the same joint-angle trajectories were used across all
rod lengths (Figure 3). Post-hoc comparisons supported these
effects, with the abovementioned directions, across all rod lengths
for all angles (all p’s < 0.001). This was with the exception
of movements with the index finger, which was in essence
the same condition between displacement and no displacement
conditions. This pattern in the data is also supported by the effect
of participant placement, in which similar directions of effects on
the used joint-angles, as found in the effects on rod length, were
found when participants were not displaced.
Finally, there were some small interaction effects regarding
the elbow angle. First, an interaction between rod length and
movement instant showed that the elbow angle extended less
across the movement when the rod length increased. Indeed,
post-hoc tests revealed that the elbow angle only differed
significantly across rod lengths from the third instant till the
end of the movement, with the exception of the difference in
elbow angle between the 10 and 20 cm, 10 and 30 cm, and
20 and 30 cm rods, which was significant from the fourth
instant till the end of the movement (all significant p’s <
0.001). This reduced extension was also apparent across the
movement when the participant was not displaced, although
it was a small effect. All post-hoc comparisons between the
displacement and no displacement condition were significant
at all instants (all p’s < 0.001). The three-way interaction
between rod length, participant placement, and movement
instant showed that the above-mentioned interactions were
predominantly present when the participant was not displaced
(Figure 3). Post-hoc comparisons supported this conclusion,
showing that the elbow angle did not differ significantly across
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TABLE 2 | Significant main and interaction effects for kinematic variables.
Dependent variable Within-subject factor Mean SD F df p η2
G
DECELERATION TIME (S)
Rod length 0 cm 0.41 0.14 53.26 3, 42 <0.001 0.14
10 cm 0.47 0.13
20 cm 0.54 0.18
30 cm 0.57 0.17
MAXIMUM REACH VELOCITY (M/S)
Rod length 0 cm 1.06 0.29 5.69 3, 42 <0.05 0.02
10 cm 1.05 0.30
20 cm 1.12 0.35
30 cm 1.16 0.39
HORIZONTAL CURVATURE (MM)
Rod length 0 cm 11.44 2.75 68.69 3, 42 <0.001 0.55
10 cm 13.04 3.10
20 cm 16.48 3.69
30 cm 21.02 4.57
Participant displacement No 16.27 5.66 7.46 1, 14 <0.05 0.05
Yes 14.72 4.43
Rod length × Participant displacement 3.97 3, 42 <0.05 0.05
VERTICAL CURVATURE (MM)
Rod length 0 cm 48.89 17.79 57.70 3, 42 <0.001 0.44
10 cm 62.02 13.55
20 cm 73.01 13.24
30 cm 83.02 14.23
rod lengths for different instances when the participant was
displaced, whereas the elbow angle differed across rods over
the movement from the second instant till the end of the
movement. This was with exception of the differences in elbow
angle between the 10 and 20 cm, and 10 and 30 cm rods,
which were significant from the third instant till the end of
the movement when participants were not displaced, and the
difference in elbow angle between the 20 and 30 cm rods, which
was significant from the fourth instant till the end of the
movement when participants were not displaced (all significant
p’s < 0.001). No other effects were significant for these three
selected angles.
Summarizing the effects of joint-angle trajectories, it can
be stated that movements of the selected joint-angles were
remarkably similar across rod lengths when participants were
displaced with respect to the target in accordance with the
length of the rod. Importantly, participants used different joint-
angle trajectories when they were not displaced. These findings
supported our hypothesis.
Joint-Angle Coordination Patterns
The question remained how joint-angle coordination patterns
were organized when participants used these different solutions
in joint-angle trajectories across different rod lengths. This was
examined by analyzing the UCM variables NGEVLog, GEVLog,
and the ratio between these variables, VRatioLog.
Results showed that as longer rods were used, values of
NGEVLog became larger as well [mean [SD]: 0 cm: −6.43
[0.83], 10 cm: −6.57 [0.81], 20 cm: −6.18 [0.78], 30 cm: −6.01
[0.87]; F(3, 42) = 5.19, p < 0.005, η
2
G = 0.07]. Furthermore,
NGEVLog increased more when the rod length was longer in
conditions in which the participant was not displaced [F(3, 42)
= 3.73, p < 0.05, η2G = 0.05; Figure 4]. Bonferroni-corrected
paired t-tests between the two displacement conditions for
each rod length separately revealed that only for pointing
movements with the rod of 20 cm values of NGEVLog were
increased significantly in when participants were not displaced
(−5.82 [0.77]) as compared with the condition in which
participants were displaced (−6.54 [0.64], t14 = 3.04, p < 0.01).
Although, post-hoc tests revealed only significant differences
between values of NGEVLog between displacement conditions
for the 20 cm rod, Figure 4, in line with the above-mentioned
interaction, shows a trend for larger differences in values of
NGEVLog between displacements conditions for longer rods.
The lack of a significant post-hoc test for the longest rod
might be because inter-participant variability was higher in
those conditions in which the longest rod was used, as
indicated by large standard errors of the mean (Figure 4).
Note that participant placement had no significant effect on
NGEVLog.
Also GEVLog increased as the rod length increased [mean
[SD]: 0 cm: −6.28 [0.54], 10 cm: −6.01 [0.56], 20 cm: −5.85
[0.71], 30 cm: −5.73 [0.81]; F(1.86, 26.06) = 7.00, p < 0.005, η
2
G =
0.10]. Furthermore, GEVLog was higher in conditions in which
the participant was not displaced in comparison with conditions
in which the participant was displaced [not displaced: −5.78
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FIGURE 3 | Joint-angle trajectories of the three joint-angles with the
largest contribution to the movement. The dotted lines above the solid
lines reflect the within-participants’ standard deviation averaged across
participants, the dotted lines below the solid lines reflect the standard error of
the mean.
[0.74]; displaced: −6.15 [0.58]; F(1, 14) = 10.34, p < 0.01,
η
2
G = 0.08]. Moreover, GEVLog increased more when the rod
length increased in conditions in which the participant was
not displaced [F(3, 42) = 3.13, p < 0.05, η
2
G = 0.05; Figure 4],
especially for the longer rods. Bonferroni-corrected paired t-
tests between the two displacement conditions for each rod
length separately showed that values of GEVLog were higher
for movements with the 20 cm rod in the situation, in which
participants were not displaced (−5.42 [0.63]) as compared
with the situation, in which participants were displaced (−6.18
[0.64], t14 = 3.94, p < 0.001). As with the post-hoc tests
on displacement conditions with respect to NGEVLog, there
is a trend visible (Figure 4), with higher values of GEVLog
in conditions with longer rods when participants were not
displaced, as compared with the conditions in which participants
were displaced. Again, the large variability between participants
in conditions with longer rods, and thus large standard errors of
the means, might be the reason for the lack of significant post-hoc
tests.
No effects on the UCM variable VRatioLog were found.
This indicates that GEVLog and NGEVLog increased more
or less equally across the different conditions, causing only
little, non-significant, changes in the value of VRatioLog.
Importantly, for all conditions, VRatioLog was larger than
zero (mean [SD]: 0.33 [0.70]), demonstrating that in
all conditions GEVLog was larger than NGEVLog (see
Figure 4), suggesting stable performance of the task at
hand1.
From these results, it can be concluded that both NGEVLog
and GEVLog increased when the rod length increased, especially
in the conditions in which the participants were not displaced.
Since this increase in both NGEVLog and GEVLog was similar,
the values of VRatioLog stayed more or less the same across
conditions. Participants proved to be able to maintain the flexible
coordination in joint-angle trajectories, that is, a higher value of
GEV relative to NGEV, to stabilize the performance variable, even
when the use of tools induced the use of different joint-angle
coordination patterns in the movement.
DISCUSSION
The current study focused on how body and tool function
as one system. Therefore, point-to-point movements with and
without a rod attached to the index finger, with and without
participants’ displacement, were examined. The length of the rod
was systematically varied and participants were either displaced
from the target with a distance equal to the length of the rod,
or the distance to the target was kept the same across different
rod lengths. The results generally confirmed our hypotheses;
the end-effector kinematics were affected by rod length; for
longer rods, the tip movements had a longer deceleration time,
a higher peak velocity, more curvature in the horizontal plane,
and were lifted higher. In addition, the end-effector movement
was more curved in the horizontal plane when participants
were not displaced. When participants were not displaced, joint-
angle trajectories were affected such that, with longer rods, the
shoulder plane of elevation came closer to the frontal plane,
the shoulder angle turned more inward, and the elbow angle
was more flexed. Interestingly, both the variability in the joints
affecting end-effector position and the variability not affecting
end-effector position increased with rod length, while this
increase was larger for one of the longest rods when participants
were not displaced. The ratio between these measurements of
variability did not differ among conditions, suggesting a similar
degree of stabilization independent of rod length and participant
placement. These findings showed that the specifics of the tool
(i.e., its length) and the task (i.e., how much room there is for
the additional length) determined the specifics of the kinematics
of the movement, and the joint-angle trajectories, with which the
rod was moved. Importantly, the stabilization of the rod tip was
not affected by these differences, suggesting that body and tool
functioned as one system in all situations.
The stabilization of the end-effector position by the body-
plus-tool system implies that kinematic characteristics of the end-
effector movement can vary, as long as it is ensured that the tip
movement is stabilized by covariation in joint-angles. In other
1We examined whether the effects of the UCM measures stemmed from multi-
joint covariation and not from individual joint-angle variability (Yen and Chang,
2010; Verrel, 2011). Therefore, we repeated the UCM analyses as before but now
with a covariance matrix in which all covariation among joint-angles was removed
by setting the off-diagonal terms of the original covariance matrix to zero. The
results demonstrated that the UCM effects as reported originate from multi-joint
covariation.
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TABLE 3 | Significant main and interaction effects for the selected joint-angles.
Dependent variable Within-subject factor Mean SD F df p η2
G
SHOULDER PLANE OF ELEVATION (0)
Rod length 0 cm 67.08 29.37 68.97 1.18, 16.50 <0.001 0.18
10 cm 53.57 34.22
20 cm 41.48 41.21
30 cm 34.18 42.12
Participant displacement No 38.89 41.67 128.64 1, 14 <0.001 0.13
Yes 59.26 33.35





Rod length × Participant displacement 63.20 1.76, 24.59 <0.001 0.08
SHOULDER INWARD-OUTWARD ROTATION (0)
Rod length 0 cm −26.77 41.76 13.54 1.40, 19.59 0.001 0.05
10 cm −17.64 39.19
20 cm −11.45 39.69
30 cm −10.06 39.13
Participant displacement No −5.62 40.24 120.92 1, 14 <0.001 0.12
Yes −27.33 39.41





Rod length × Participant displacement 45.01 1.89, 26.43 <0.001 0.06
ELBOW FLEXION-EXTENSION (0)
Rod length 0 cm 71.93 24.11 34.87 1.79, 25.08 <0.001 0.21
10 cm 78.41 22.97
20 cm 83.70 22.04
30 cm 85.67 22.01
Participant displacement No 86.79 21.44 522.36 1, 14 <0.001 0.30
Yes 73.07 23.22





Rod length × Participant displacement 67.61 3, 42 <0.001 0.16
Rod length × Movement instant 73.21 3.38, 47.24 <0.001 0.08
Participant displacement × Movement instant 126.26 1.47, 20.59 <0.001 0.08
Rod length × Participant displacement × Movement instant 69.50 2.38, 33.67 <0.001 0.05
words, the stabilization of the end-effector movement allows
for different ways in which the actions of the body-plus-tool
system are performed. This means that kinematic characteristics
of the trajectory can be affected by mechanical properties of
the rod, such as its moment of inertia. Moreover, depending
on the situation and the task (e.g., participant placement,
target location, and length of the rod), joint-angles may be
adapted to produce the movement. Importantly, both effects
were found in the current study. We found that the end-effector
movement had a higher peak velocity, a longer deceleration
time, and was more curved when the end-effector increased.
Moreover, not displacing participants resulted inmore horizontal
curvature of the tip movement. The joint-angle trajectories were
adjusted depending on whether the participant was displaced
or not. Importantly, in all conditions, these movements were
stabilized to a similar extent by the body-plus-tool system,
since the values of VRatioLog remained indifferent across these
conditions.
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FIGURE 4 | Distributions of GEV and NGEV, across different rod lengths for both displacement and no-displacement conditions. Upper error bars reflect
the standard deviation across participants; lower error bars reflect the standard error of the mean. Note that the statistical analysis was performed on the log
transformed GEV (GEVLog ) and NGEV (NGEVLog).
The present findings for differences in kinematic
characteristics of pointing movements, when end-effector
length is increased, are in good agreement with earlier work
on tool use kinematics (Dean and Brüwer, 1997; Baird et al.,
2002). However, whereas Dean and Brüwer (1997) found
smaller movement times with longer probe lengths, we found,
in accordance with Baird et al. (2002), longer movement times
with longer rod lengths. This contradiction can be explained
by the fact that Dean and Brüwer (1997) studied 2-D pointing
movements with a manipulandum, mostly based on rotations.
With longer probes, small rotations of the hand can result in
large movements at the tip of the probe, resulting in shorter
movement times. The movements of the current study did not
contain this kind of rotatory movements, which could explain
why we, in agreement with Baird et al. (2002), found increasing
movement times as rod length increased. We extended these
findings in that we found that the increase in movement times
with longer rods stemmed from increase of deceleration time.
The longer deceleration times are generally considered to follow
from feedback processes (Elliott et al., 2001, 2010). Moreover, we
showed that movements with longer rods had higher curvature
in the horizontal plane; so despite the fact that, in the process
of learning to use a tool, the end-effector trajectory becomes
straighter (Heuer and Sülzenbrück, 2009), the length of the
tool does influence curvature. Finally, we showed that the tip
of longer rods was lifted higher than that of shorter rods. This
might be due to the simple fact that for long rods a small upward
movement of the wrist can result in a large upward movement in
the tip. In addition, the effects as found in this study could also
result from the additional weight included by the lengthening
of the rods. The fact that after exercise, the positional matching
of joint-angles with a reference arm is perturbed (Walsh et al.,
2004, 2006), suggests that the perceived effort, which increases
after exercise, influences the way in which joint-angles are
perceived. This means that changing the length of the rod, which
includes changes in mass and changes in moment of inertia,
could have altered the perceived effort during the pointing
movements, thereby contributing to the effects as reported in
this study.
Our finding that there was very little difference in both
joint-angle trajectories and joint-angle coordination patterns
across the different end-effector lengths when participants were
displaced from the target, as the end-effector length increased,
is in agreement with findings of Van der Steen and Bongers
(2011). This reflects the fact that, as expected, participants
used similar joint-angle trajectories and joint-angle coordination
patterns, when this would result in adequate task performance
across the different rods. Additionally, participants used different
joint-angle trajectories across different end-effector lengths to
perform the pointing movements when they were not displaced,
in accordance with previous findings on joint-angle trajectories
in tool use (Cruse et al., 1990; Dean and Brüwer, 1997). This
is not surprising; an increasing end-effector length that is not
counteracted by a displacement challenged the participants to
find other solutions for the task at hand, at least in terms
of joint-angle trajectories. Interestingly, participants not only
changed their joint-angle trajectories but also the joint-angle
coordination patterns underlying the stabilization of the end-
effector movement. That is, GEV and NGEV both increased with
rod length. Importantly, independent of these changes in joint-
angle variability patterns, the stabilization of the end-effector was
similar across conditions.
We found that participants increased variability in joint-
angles as rod length increased. This is in accordance with changes
in variability of joint-angles during stone flaking, which increased
as the size of the flake increased (Rein et al., 2013). Although, the
increase in length of the body-plus-tool system with the flakes
is, of course, much smaller than with our manipulation of rod
length, in both studies the size of the tool was varied. The use of
larger tools alters the moments of inertia of the end-effector of
the body-plus-tool system and requires the use of more extreme
joint-angles, which may induce additional noise to the system.
This additional noise could be the cause of the increase in NGEV
(cf. Greve et al., 2015) when tool size increases, because extra
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noise in the neuromotor system affects the stability at the tip of
the tool.Moreover, an equivalent increase in GEVwith increasing
tool lengths, as found in the current study, preserves stable
behavior during the tooling movements. Thus, both the increase
in NGEV due to additional noise and the necessary increase in
GEV to preserve stable movement contributed to the increase
in joint-angle variability when using larger tools. Employing the
strategy to increase joint-angle covariation to counteract errors
induced at the tip of the end-effector ensures the preservation
of movement accuracy despite changes in characteristics of the
body-plus-tool system. This strategy, that is, preserving values
of GEV higher than NGEV, have been shown before in studies
on joint-angle coordination during pointing tasks (Scholz et al.,
2000; Domkin et al., 2002, 2005; Tseng et al., 2002, 2003; Van der
Steen and Bongers, 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Krüger et al., 2012;
Verrel et al., 2012; Rein et al., 2013; Greve et al., 2015) and support
the findings of the current study.
The conclusion that during tool use the body and tool are
united in a body-plus-tool system can be linked to previous
studies on tool use. Specifically, several studies suggested that
during the use of a tool, the control of the end-effector movement
shifts from the hand to the tool (Bongers et al., 2003, 2004; Arbib
et al., 2009; Jacobs et al., 2009; Van Elk et al., 2011). For instance,
during the movements with a sliding lever that had a complex
mapping between the hand and the tip of the lever, the trajectory
of the lever’s tip was straighter than the path of the hand,
which suggested that the lever’s tip was the newly controlled
end-effector (Heuer and Sülzenbrück, 2009). In addition, when
participants had to imitate different grasping movements, as
represented in a picture showing the required action with either
hand or tool, reaction times of hand and tool were not affected
by the effector type shown in the picture (Van Elk et al., 2011).
In other words, responding to a tool picture took as long as
responding to a non-tool picture, both for grasping movements
with the hand or the tool. This suggested that imitation of hand
or tool actions are effector-independent, indicating that hand or
tool actions are organized in a similar way. In total, the above-
mentioned studies suggest, in accordance with the findings of the
current paper, that the tool is incorporated in the body-plus-tool
system during tool use.
Furthermore, studies on a neural level support the idea of a
body-plus-tool system that stabilizes the end-effector kinematics
during tool use. For example, similar cortical motor neurons in
monkeys became active both when grasping with the hand and
grasping with pliers, as if the pliers had become the fingers of the
hand (Umiltà et al., 2008). In addition, grip planning in hand
and tool conditions after training was associated with similar
increases in activity within the same regions of the anterior
intraparietal and caudal ventral premotor cortices (Jacobs et al.,
2010). Moreover, reactions in the left lateral occipitotemporal
cortex closely overlapped both tool and hand actions (Bracci
et al., 2012). All of these studies suggest the employment of the
plasticity of the central nervous system to switch from a body-
without-tool system toward a body-plus-tool system in order to
achieve the task at hand. In line with this reasoning, kinematics
of free-hand movements and perception of length of the arm are
altered directly after the use of tools (Cardinali et al., 2009), as
if the switch from body-plus-tool system to body-without-tool
system takes some time.
In conclusion, the current study has shown that the
stabilization of the end-effector movements is coordinated in a
similar way across actions with tools of different lengths and the
index finger, despite the use of different kinematics, joint-angle
trajectories, and coordination patterns. This suggests that during
tool use, the body and tool become one system to stabilize the
end-effector movement at hand.
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